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Turning huge investments into great opportunities

SPONSORSHIP
Maximising the
sponsorship opportunity
The National Nuclear Laboratory is
sponsoring
the
Research
and
Development strand of n-eboc15 and
working with BECBC Board members
to put together the associated expert
speaker programme.

At its conference in October 2015, Britain’s Energy Coast Business
Cluster (BECBC) will be focusing on the many business opportunities
being created by huge investments in the nuclear sector. n-eboc15
(nuclear energy business opportunities conference 2015) will take
place on 13 and 14 October 2015 at Energus near Workington in
Cumbria and it will bring together global nuclear players with potential
partners in the Cumbrian supply chain.
Ivan Baldwin of Bendalls Engineering is leading the
n-eboc15 Steering Group: “Cumbria is about to
have the third largest infrastructure spend in the UK
and the largest nuclear investment in the country
over the next ten years too. Those investments are
bound to create tremendous opportunities and
n-eboc15 is all about putting global nuclear organisations and the
best of the nuclear supply chain companies in touch with each other to
make the most of them.”
The conference programme will cover four key areas of nuclear investment:
• nuclear research and development
• new generation capacity and investment
• developments in defence and deterrent
• opportunities in decommissioning and waste
“West Cumbria is not just about decommissioning and waste,” says
Fred Sheil of Sheil Consulting and n-eboc15 programme lead.
“We’re keen to cover the full range of opportunities in the nuclear
sector. I know for a fact that some of the world’s biggest nuclearrelated companies are surprised by the expertise, facilities and
experience that they find here in Cumbria. n-eboc15 is all about
positioning the local and wider supply chain, demonstrating its
potential and making stronger business connections for the future.”
Full sponsorship and exhibition details are now online with delegate
and dinner information to follow soon.	
  

NNL’s Managing
Director, Professor
Paul Howarth
stated:
“Both the n-eboc15 conference
and the Centre of Nuclear
Excellence (CoNE) are very
important to us in the National
Nuclear Laboratory and I’m
delighted that we’re going to be
playing a central role in both.
Science, research and innovation
are in our blood and so becoming
the sponsor for the R&D session
of N-EBOC was an obvious
choice for us. I am eagerly
looking forward to the event and I
know it will open up many
exciting new connections and
opportunities for the region.”
Through our collaboration with CoNE
(Centre of Nuclear Excellence), we are
excited about potential partnerships
with other CoNE partners.
n-eboc15 organisers will be making
further announcements on significant
sponsorships at the earliest possible
opportunity and, in the meantime, full
details of the variety of packages on
offer are online at the BECBC
website.

www.becbusinesscluster.co.uk
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The trans-Atlantic opportunities

EXHIBITION
Converting opportunities
into business

Six years ago, the Smithsonian-affiliated National Museum of Nuclear
Science and History in Albuquerque, New Mexico founded Nuclear
Science Week (NSW) to provide opportunities to learn about the
contributions and innovations in nuclear science. Running from 19 to
23 October 2015, just after n-eboc 15, Nuclear Science Week and neboc 15 conference organisers are building up a partnership across
the Atlantic to bring something of Nuclear Science Week and its Get
to Know Nuclear message to the UK for the first time.

n-eboc15 will be taking over large
areas of the Energus facility for two
days in October – not only the
auditorium and foyer area but also
break out rooms and specialist
display areas.

“During Nuclear Science Week, teachers, students, employers and
communities in the US participate in activities that build awareness of
the industry and of those who work in it every day,” says Ivan Baldwin
of BECBC. “Ours will be the first NSW connection outside of North
America which is great news. BECBC is working with the organisers
and with museum staff at The Beacon in Whitehaven to create an
event in West Cumbria that coincides with n-eboc 15, previews NSW,
highlights opportunities and strengthens connections to the nuclear
sector and Nuclear Science Week in the US.”	
  

With thanks to all those supporting n-eboc15
Event Partner:

Innovation Spotlight Sponsor:

and our other event sponsors: AECOM, Armitage Online Limited,
Baines Wilson, Bendalls Engineering, Britain’s Energy Coast,
Burnetts, Cumbria Community Foundation, David Allen, Deltawaite
Ltd, Dodd & Co Chartered Accountants, Jacobs UK Ltd, Mott
MacDonald, NIS Ltd, NuExec Consulting, PacTec EPS
Current event exhibitors: Allerdale Borough Council, Armitage Online
Limited, Assystem, Baines Wilson, Cumbria Community Foundation,
David Allen, Dodd & Co Chartered Accountants, Gen2, Industrial
Technology Systems Ltd, Innovus, James Fisher Nuclear Ltd, K Home
International Ltd, Kier Infrastructure and Overseas Ltd, Lakeland
Capabilities, Mace Group, Morson Projects, National Nuclear Laboratory
(NNL), National Skills Academy Nuclear, NuExec Consulting, PacTec
EPS, Parkgate & Co Ltd, The Learning Planet, Thomas Graham & Sons

Keep in touch via
@neboc15 www.becbusinesscluster.co.uk	
  

“We’re
keeping
the
exhibition
possibilities as flexible as we can,”
says Emma-Jayne Gooch of NuExec
Consulting and one of the BECBC
Board members on the n-eboc 15
Steering Group. “Some space has
been allocated to our key sponsors
and the Business Support Group of
BECBC will have a combined display
area, but the potential for other
exhibitors is tremendous. We’re
creating
an
exciting
element
alongside each day’s conference
programme and the exhibition is all
about enabling delegates and
exhibitors to meet and turn nuclear
opportunities into tangible business.”
For full details of exhibitor packages
and possibilities, see details online or
contact Hazel Duhy (016973 44905)
hazel.duhy@becbusinesscluster.co.uk	
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